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About This Content

A stranger arrives on horseback at the border town of San Soleres, at the outskirts of the Raki star system. She is taciturn,
watchful, and incredibly fast and accurate with her gun, able to outdraw and kill four bandits, out for blood and a quick solar

buck, with startling ease. The innkeeper, Silvanito, asks the Stranger to stay in town, offer protection, become the Sherriff. The
Stranger politely declines: "I can never call any town home. I'm a drifter, a lone gunfighter. A desperado."

This DLC contains a custom skin for Penny Fox in Awesomenauts. You need to have Penny Fox available as a playable
character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Desperado Penny Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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How can i use this ? reset the game ?. The better of Penny's two currently available skins. Bravely adapts the badass look of the
West while keeping her agile and foxy frame intact.
The use of a Colt Revolver as an augment is a nice touch alongside having a mechanical claw.. Pretty cool skin, people who use
the gun upgrade for her AA will really enjoy this skin because it changes the lazer into a revolver.. Non-essential cosmetic DLC.
Desperado Penny is a fantastic skin for Penny Fox featuring a complete visual overhaul including ability animations.
one of the best non-premium skins in the game, it has a great all round design.

Requires both base game and Starstorm expansion to use.
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